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WHO WE ARE 

Intelligence for your logistics is the wave of the future. Deep automation—fueled by robust data and clever 

analytics—will power the supply chain and freight industries of the 21st century. 
 

That’s why CTSI-Global delivers vital, on-the-spot intelligence—one proud client at a time. 

At CTSI-Global, we put our client relationships first. For over 60 years, we’ve advanced our solutions to stay ahead of 

the curve by always listening to our clients’ needs. From a foundation in freight audit and pay, we’ve continually 

incorporated cutting-edge solutions to create a powerhouse for your logistics needs, including our TMS and all-

encompassing managed services. 

 

We process $12 billion in freight annually, have boots on the ground all over the globe, and support dozens of 

languages, enabling better service, whether you’re a global player or a tech startup.  
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TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (TMS) 

Our best-in-class transportation management system puts the power at your fingertips from dock to 

delivery. A unique ecosystem allows you to integrate your supply chain and manage your shipments all 

from one interface. You can automate time-consuming, manual processes with a few keystrokes, secure  

in the knowledge that your TMS has selected the most appropriate carriers for every single order. 

 

FREIGHT AUDIT & PAY (FAP) 

CTSI-Global leverages cutting-edge technology to help our clients audit bills, erase invoicing  

errors, make accurate, on-time payments, and report their results. You’ll save money on freight  

and gain powerful insights that can help you improve and refine your transportation and shipping 

processes. We’re not just giving you a software platform, either—we’re a full-service FAP provider. 

 

MANAGED SERVICES 

With CTSI-Global’s world-class managed services, our clients improve their efficiency, effectiveness,  

and bottom line with precise, outsourced logistics customized to your exact needs. We offer an all- 

encompassing service model to better manage both inter- and intra-regional shipping within North 

America. Our strategic relationships with thousands of carriers, each vetted for security and on-time 

performance, allow us to source the most reliable and cost-effective transportation every time. 

A dedicated 24/7 account team can answer questions and respond to any issues, while our 

state-of-the-art processes and technology allow for consistent, exception-free shipping. 
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WHY BUSINESSES TRUST CTSI-GLOBAL 
GAIN VISIBILITY INTO THE SUPPLY CHAIN: Our transparent, high-visibility global solutions are powered by analytics, 
data, and unparalleled market intelligence. You’ll have complete access to your supply chain from end to end. 

REDUCE TRANSPORTATION SPEND: With auditing, optimization, and carrier management services from CTSI-Global, 

we can help your business boost its bottom line. Rich, data-driven insights help your team reduce inefficiencies  

and cut your overall transportation spend. 

MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY: TMS and automation from CTSI-Global mean fewer manual processes and significant 

improvements in productivity. Best of all, each solution can be adjusted and customized as needed. 

REDUCE TOTAL LOGISTICS WORKLOAD: CTSI-Global’s managed services help our clients focus on what they do best—

while outsourcing the rest. 

 

POWERFUL ANALYTICS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS: We live in a data-driven world. CTSI-Global helps our clients harness 

powerful data, analytics, and business intelligence to gain a competitive advantage in the market. 

 

We’re not a software company—we’re a solutions provider.  

Wherever you’re setting your sights, CTSI-Global can help you get there.  

 


